Learning objectives

During this course, you will learn

• What work safety in Tornio plant area means

• What are the specific hazards of the area

• How you can contribute to the creation of safe working environments and working methods
About the training

- You must pass this training and exam to get an access pass to the Tornio plant area
- Training takes approximately 2 hours
- Training is mandatory for contractor employees and Outokumpu employees
- Training is valid for three years

- If you are an Outokumpu trainee, please stay in the class room until 10.00 for picking up
- Outokumpu introduction films (Youtube):
  - This is Outokumpu
  - From Chrome ore to Stainless Steel
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What does safety mean to us?

- We are all responsible for our own safety and caring for the safety of our colleagues.
- We will follow procedures and evaluate risks before we act.
- Safety takes priority over all other activities, including production.
- We will investigate all incidents and take actions to prevent re-occurrence, anywhere.
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- Ferrochrome plant
- Steel melting shop
- Hot rolling mill
- Mill Services
- Cold rolling mill and RAP5
- The port
- Cargo gate

The port
Hot rolling mill (HRM)
Steel melting shop (SMS)
Ferrochrome plant
Mill Services
Cold rolling mill (CRM)
RAP5
Main gate
Cargo gate
In emergency situations, external service provider employees may also use the Occupational Health Clinic (open during office hours)
There are several companies directly involved with the production of ferrochrome and steel that operate inside the Tornio plant area or next to it.

- Manga
- SMA
- Tornion Voima (TOVO) power plant
- Linde group (AGA), produces atmospheric gases
- Tapojärvi, processes by-products (slags) from steel and ferrochrome production
- SMA, lime works
- Manga, liquefied natural gas (LNG) import terminal
Think before you act!

• Safety starts with you

• Before you start working, consider at least these things:
  
  • Do I know how to perform the task safely?
  
  • Am I using a correct personal protective equipment?
  
  • Hazards related to the work?

• Take couple of minutes to think about safety before you start working (last-minute risk evaluation or “Tuumatuokio” in Finnish)

• Think about safety also during working if there are changes in work.
We are all responsible of work safety

**Client:** Outokumpu

- **Responsible** for the risk factors of our operations, their removal and the instructions related to them.
- **Provides** contractors with information on safety aspects and requirements.

**Supplier:** Contractors, Service suppliers

- **Follows** Outokumpu safety instructions
- **Provides** the client information about the hazards related to their own activities
- **Manages** their own operations and supervises their employees

**Employee**

- **Follows** given guidelines, regulations and work plans.
- **Keeps** the working environment clean and in good order and **takes care** of safety of themselves and other employees
- **Reports** all work related changes to supervisors before starting the work or as soon as the change is detected.
Acting against instructions

Remember, that everyone must intervene and report if they see someone breaking the safety rules!

The possible outcomes of these violations are based on severity, intent and repetition and can be:

- Notification and instruction to correct behaviour
- Written reminder
- Written warning
- Removal from the plant area

Remember that outcome is always case specific.

These actions are applied both Outokumpu employees and contractor/service supplier employees.
✓ A Cardinal Safety Rule is one that, if violated, will pose an imminent threat to the safety of the individual and / or other personnel working around the individual.

✓ Deliberate violations of Cardinal Safety Rules will result in termination of employment with the company.

✓ Cardinal Safety Rules apply to all Outokumpu employees, contractors and visitors to Outokumpu facilities.
Ten Cardinal Safety Rules

All Outokumpu employees, contractors and visitors will not:

1. Attend the workplace under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

2. Remove fixed guards before operating machinery.

3. Bypass a safety control system.

4. Cross under, through or over process equipment that is operating unless using prescribed walkways.

5. Break procedures for boarding and deboarding cranes.

6. Climb over, under or between railroad cars or trucks.

7. Work on any machinery without first locking out all energy sources.

8. Work at height without using correct fall protection equipment and a rescue plan.

9. Enter a confined (closed) space without a second person in attendance outside and a rescue plan.

10. Carry out any hot work unless it is in a designated controlled area or has a relevant permit.
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Arriving to plant area

- When arriving to the area, park your car in the car parks located outside the Tornio plant area
  - External employees must park in the guest parking place
  - If you need a car inside the plant area you must apply for special driving permit in advance
  - Only driver may enter the area in the car, all passengers must use personnel gates

- To access the plant area you must have a personal electronic access pass
  - You can apply the access pass after passing this training and exam and sending an access pass application before you start working in Tornio plant area

- Plant area is monitored and protected around the clock using electronic security systems.
  - Access control at gates and camera surveillance in the area
Passenger traffic

• Keep in mind that in Tornio plant area there is a lot of heavy traffic with limited visibility from the cabin
• When moving in plant area or inside buildings, use pedestrian walkways and personnel doors
• In production areas pay attention to the movements of the crane and do not go under the load
• You can prevent slipping and tripping accidents by moving carefully
• To prevent the risk of tripping in stairs, hold the railing at least with one hand
• Cycling is allowed only in certain work tasks
Vehicle traffic

- Passenger cars and vans enter the plant are using the main gate while heavy traffic enters using the cargo gate
- Private motor vehicles such as mopeds, scooters and motorcycles are not allowed in the plant area
- The general speed limit in 30 km/h
- Vehicle’s speed is monitored regularly
- All work vehicle drivers must have a valid license for the vehicle they operate. They are also responsible for vehicle being in service condition
- Outokumpu forklifts can only be used by trained personnel who have a written permit
Forklift’s working area

- Entering and working in forklift working area, such as the area used for loading and unloading, is prohibited.
- If pedestrian needs to pass close to the working area they must ensure that forklift driver has noticed them.
- Definition for forklift working area doesn’t apply to a forklift moving in plant area from place to another.

The forklift operator is responsible for isolating forklift’s work area with, for instance, barrier tape or bars if it is possible that other people enter the working area.
Trains and vehicles

- Automated trains and vehicles are used for the transport of coils, molten metal and scrap.
- They always have the right of way and their routes must be kept clear.
- Only trained personnel are allowed to operate them or handle possible breakdowns.

This train carries molten ferrochrome from the ferrochrome plant to the steel melting shop.

Pictured here is an automated guided vehicle at the cold rolling mill.
Additional instructions applicable to us all

Gas bottles
- It is forbidden to bring in or use one's own gas bottles in the plant area

Headphones
- The use of headphones during working time, for example for listening to music, is not permitted as the music may interfere with the employees ability to hear an alarm signal

Data security
- Any type of filming, recording or picture taking in the plant area is prohibited
- In addition, one cannot use any other means either to disclose information related to Outokumpu’s production processes, economy or other confidential matters to third parties

The use of knives is prohibited
Use of knives in the Tornio plant area is forbidden – use replacement tools instead

Zero tolerance for workplace bullying
Outokumpu does not tolerate any forms of bullying or harassment

Using a mobile phone while moving in the plant area is prohibited. This applies to walking as well. Stop while on a phone call or when using a mobile phone for other purposes.
We have zero tolerance for alcohol and narcotic substances

- It is strictly forbidden to use alcohol or other narcotic substances or be under their influence at the workplace!
- Smoking is allowed only in marked places. This applies also for electrical cigarettes.

Regular breath analysis tests are conducted at the gates.
The hazardous substances used in our production areas can be transferred to the human body by inhalation, through the skin and through the mouth, for example via dirty hands when eating or smoking.

You can minimize the exposure to hazardous substances by using the required personal protective equipment.

The canteens can only be entered in clean clothing.

- Leave your work coat in the coat rack
- When wearing an overall, the upper part of the clothes must be rolled down to the waist
- Don’t forget to wash your hands and face as well
Environmental protection supports sustainable development

- We aim to minimize emissions and their impacts on the environment
- Possible accidents must be reported to Outokumpu personnel
- Major oil or chemical leaks must also be reported to the main gate
- Sorting or wastes is a part of our controlled environmental protection

→ What sorting instructions look like?
Environmental permit and limit values

• The environmental permit sets the ground rules for our operations

• The effects of our operations are monitored in accordance with the monitoring programs agreed with the authorities

• Limit values have been set for emissions

• We handle our processes and emissions purification equipment carefully so that the load remains as low as possible under all conditions
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Avoid hazards by protecting yourself properly

Using appropriate protective equipment is an easy way to increase your safety at work. Below you can see list of mandatory protective equipment in all our departments.

Use the correct protective equipment

The use of appropriate protective equipment is an important part of safety at work.

In all our departments (excluding office spaces), it is mandatory to use the following protective equipment:

- Protective clothing made of anti-flame material
- Safety shoes with a penetration-resistant sole
- Protective gloves
- Safety helmet
- Hearing protection
- Safety glasses

In addition, it is mandatory to use special protective equipment required by a specific task or working area. For example, the use of neck protector and a visor in areas where chemicals are handled.
Ground rules for working safely

Cleanliness leads to safety

Maintaining order and cleanliness is of great importance when it comes to safety. Therefore, it is important to keep walkways clear and store away tools and equipment in a way that does not create a hazard. It is often disorder and mess that leads to risks of tripping and slipping.

Keeping your work environment clean and in good order improves both the overall occupational safety and job satisfaction.

Isolating working areas

If the work can cause danger to others in the area, the work area must be isolated with barrier tape or bars. Such situations include, for example:

- Hoisting (lifting)
- Working in a personnel lift
- Working on a pipeline
- Constructing and dismantling scaffolds

It is important to respect isolated areas. Do not cross, pass under or move the barrier tape or bars without permission.
Hot work

At the Tornio plant, all hot works are done according the Hot work manual. Hot works require following safety procedures:

- **Written hot work permit.** Temporary hot work locations require a valid hot work card.
- First-aid **extinguishing equipment** that comply with standards. **Do not borrow extinguishers from marked places.**
- **Non-flammable protective clothing.** The person guarding hot works must wear a **high visibility vest**
- Conveyers, cables and combustible structures must be **protected**
- All flammable material must be removed. In Addition, it’s important to prevent sparks from spreading to adjacent spaces.
- At least two hours **post hot work guarding**

---

**Electrical safety**

Only electricians are allowed to perform electrical installations

The electrical safety of the Tornio factory are is ensured using the following means:

- **Defective/broken electrical devices are immediately taken out of use** and sent to repair
- **Extension cords** crossing passageways are **marked and protected**
- **Entry to electric rooms requires** a permission and special training
- When working in moist or confined conductive surrounding such as metal containers it is mandatory to familiarize oneself with the more detailed safety instructions
Check-in procedures

• Get a work permit from the management of the area
• Always check-in with the area’s control room personnel before starting the work
• Every check-in must be recorded
• After finishing a task or a shift, remember to check-out
• Check-in procedures apply contractors and Outokumpu personnel who normally don’t work in the area
Tasks that require a written permit

1) When work is supervised by a contractor, excluding instructed standard works defined by the client

2) Prevention of un-expected start up of a machine is there is no written instruction available

3) Hot work and hot work on roofs (hot work permit)

4) Work done in confined or closed spaces such as containers or exhaust gas pipes

5) Working in the danger zone of a crane or near the electrical cables or crane (e.g. construction of scaffolds in such locations)

6) Work related to chemical and gas pipes and equipment

7) Pressure equipment and related piping

8) Work in EX-rooms

9) New excavations works in the plant area, works in the dams and works effecting cleanliness of waters

10) Works in the NeRe area and in the CO2 danger zone

11) Works on the roofs of production units

12) Works with the risk of falling if there is no documented risk assessment

13) Working on a straight ladder (only in special cases)

14) Troubleshooting in a danger zone while production is ongoing

15) Situations where the energies of the machine or equipment can not be completely isolated

16) Other hazardous works specified by the area’s management
Prevention of unexpected energization or start-up of machines

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Check-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Isolate energies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Lock-out and tag-out&lt;br&gt;One person—one lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Verify successful isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Ensure it is safe to start work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Finish the work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lifting

In order to ensure the safety of lifting work, the following things must be taken into consideration in the Tornio plant area:

- **Cranes can only be used by trained persons who have been given a written permit**
- Only lifting gears and tools suitable and approved for the lifting in question should be used
- The condition of lifting equipment and tools must always be checked before lifting
- **Do not go under the load or in a narrow gap**
- Do not leave the load on crane to hang
- You must use a steering rope or other tools to steer the load
- A written lifting plan must be drawn up for demanding lifting
Protection is the key

You must ensure that falling is prevented in all situations and during all works

The best fall protection system is one that prevents access to an area where falling is possible. This can mean a properly sized rope and its anchorage point for example

In personnel lifts, fall protection harness attached to the lifting basket must be used at all times

Keep in mind, that barrier tape is not a railing!

Scaffold

The scaffold may only be erected, dismantled or modified by a person who is trained to carry out scaffolding work.

Always check the scaffold before working:

- The scaffold must have an inspection tag. If it is missing, the scaffold may not be used.
- Access to the scaffold should be securely arranged, primarily along the stairs. The ladder route is only allowed in confined spaces.
- Scaffold must have safety rails and toe boards
- Also check the working level locks and general cleanliness

When the scaffold is erected in the overhead crane’s movement area, a written work permit is required.
Ladders

It is forbidden to work on a straight ladder. They can only be used as a temporary passageway and for attaching/removing a small and light lifting tool or fall protector arrester.

A-ladders can only be used as a work platform if it is not reasonable to require the use of a work platform, scaffold or a personnel lift.

Working on top of each other

The rule of thumb is that working on top of each other on different working levels is prohibited. This is due to, for example, the risk of falling objects.

Work must be planned in such a way that no tasks are performed in overlapping levels at the same time.

Works with the risk of falling

Before starting works with the risk of falling, risk assessment must be carried out.

While working, it is important to use appropriate fall protection equipment and to wear a helmet with a chin strap. There must also be an appropriate rescue plan made by person in charge.

The connection of the personal fall arrestor during work and moving must be ensured, for example, by means of a double tie off lanyard (Y-lanyard) which allows moving horizontally while being continuously attached.
Chemicals at the Tornio plant

There are several hundreds of different chemicals handled in Tornio plant e.g. raw materials, process chemicals, lubricants and chemicals for maintenance purposes.

Please note that some of the chemicals used in the area pose a risk to reproductive health.

- For example carbon monoxide, ceramic fibers used in furnaces and sulfuric acid fumes
- For more information, contact your occupational healthcare provider
Some hazardous chemicals at Tornio plant

Corrosive substances:
- Hydrofluoric acid and Sulphur dioxide
- Other corrosive substance: Sulfuric acid, Nitric acid, Sodium hydroxide, Ammonia solution

Toxic substances:
- Carbon monoxide
- Hydrofluoric acid and Sulphur dioxide

Chronical health hazard:
- Carbon monoxide (may damage the unborn child)

Highly flammable substances:
- LNG
- LPG
- Carbon monoxide
- Hydrogen

Oxidising substances:
- Oxygen

Also nitrogen and argon gases are handled and stored at the plant

Always check the chemicals used and stored at the working place!

The hazards are described best in the Chemical Safety Data Sheet of a substance.
Specific hazards of the departments

- Ferrochrome plant
- Technical services
- Hot rolling mill
- Steel melting shop
- Cold rolling mill and RAP5
- Technical services
Hazards in the ferrochrome plant
Get to know the Ferrochrome plant

At Ferrochrome plant, Ferrochromium is manufactured from chromite concentrate trucked from the Kemi mine.

The Ferrochrome plant consists of coke drying, sintering, three submerged arc furnaces and customer material handling.

Molten metal and slag

Ferrochromium and slag, temperature as molten > 1500 °C.

Moving is restricted at areas with high risk of splashes of molten materials (tapping area, casting area, transport of molten metal)

Mobile machinery

There are lot of heavy machines operating at ferrochrome plant, for example bucket loaders and dumpers. It is very important to pay attention to them!

Makes sure that the driver of a machine has noticed you before you pass the machine.

Magnetic fields

Strong magnetic fields surround the submerged arc furnaces when the power is on.

Magnetic fields cause a health hazard for people with pacemakers.
**Carbon monoxide**

Carbon monoxide is a by-product of smelting process. It is colourless, odourless, tasteless and cannot be seen, smelled or tasted. It is toxic if breathed in.

People who are working at Ferrochrome plant must always have a portable CO meter. The contents of CO gas is also monitored using fixed detectors.

Symptoms of CO poisoning include strong headache, nausea or vomiting, dizziness and shortness of breath.

As a first-aid exposed person must be moved into fresh air and give medical oxygen. If a person doesn’t breath start resuscitation.

---

**Asbestos**

Asbestos is a mineral fiber present in the concentrate trucked from Kemi mine. Asbestos fibers are so small that they cannot be seen.

Airborne asbestos fibers attach to lung tissue and they don’t remove when breathing out.

At Ferrochrome plant asbestos risk areas are divided into two categories based on the risk: yellow and red.

When working or moving in **red areas** it is always mandatory to wear breathing protection and disposable overall.

In **yellow areas** it is mandatory to wear breathing protection and in dusty works disposable overalls in addition.

When leaving the asbestos danger area, always exit through asbestos removal and cleaning unit to prevent the fibers from spreading into **clean, green areas**.

Check the area category (red/yellow) from your Outokumpu contact person.
Hazards in the Steel melting shop
Hazards in production halls

• In production halls, molten steel is transported through cranes in brick-lined metal containers, ladles.

• There is a risk of splashes, heat radiation and bursting to release molten steel into the environment.

• Moving on floor levels should always be avoided and one should never walk under the load.

• Among the recycled steel, a radiation source may enter the melting process. When a radiation source is detected, it is reported to the personnel (alarms, signs at the doors) and instructions are given. These instructions must be strictly followed.

Hazardous substances

• In the process of treating molten steel, hazardous metal compounds and gases of chrome, nickel and manganese are released into the air. Use of breathing protection in certain areas is mandatory.

• When the working time is less than two hours a half mask may be used and if working time exceeds two hours, breathing protection must contain a fan unit.
**Magnetic fields**

Strong magnetic fields surround the electric arc furnaces when the power is on.

Magnetic fields cause a health hazard for people with pacemakers.

---

**Slag vehicles**

Slag vehicles transport molten slag and cause a risk of splashes.

Slag vehicles are very heavy and they are slow to stop, remember to keep a safe distance.

It is forbidden to go in slag handling area because of the risk of splashes and explosion.

---

**Gases**

SMS uses large amount of different gases:

- LPG – dryers and heaters in the area
- Oxygen O₂ – converter process and burners
- Nitrogen N₂, Argon Ar – process gases

There is a fixed detectors and alarm system and it is mandatory to carry a portable gas meter.

Before starting the work check what gases are used at that area and what procedures you must follow to ensure the safety!
Hazards in the Hot rolling mill
Radiation sources

The hot rolling mill strip mill has radiation-based measuring devices that are very powerful. There are warning lights in both sides of the strip mill that show when the device is on.

When working near the devices they must be in safe mode and work in them must not be started without induction to the area and portable radiation meters.

Gases

The hot rolling mill uses large quantities of gases in walking beam furnace and bell annealing furnace.

Gases used in WBF are:
- LPG
- Carbon monoxide
- Oxygen

Remember to check in at area’s control room!

Gases used in BAF are:
- Hydrogen
- Oxygen

When working in walking beam furnace or bell annealing furnace area, carrying a multi-gas meter is required.

There is also a fixed detectors and alarm system for LPG, CO gas and oxygen.

In case of a leak, there is a light flashing and a sound alarm in the alarm system. Remove yourself from the area immediately!
Hazards in the Cold rolling mill
Get to know the Cold rolling mill

The cold rolling mill employs about 710 people and has 23 production lines. Therefore, material transport and passenger transport in the area are lively.

Hazardous substances

Most important chemicals used at the Cold rolling mill are hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid and sulfuric acid. Also liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), liquefied natural gas (LNG) and carbon monoxide (CO) are used.

There are marked areas where chemicals are handled and requirements for additional personal protective equipment which include a visor attached to helmet, neck protector and chemical resistant gloves.

In these areas a written work permit is mandatory.

Carbon dioxide

The cold rolling mill uses carbon dioxide as a fire extinguishing agent. At high concentrations carbon dioxide is life threatening to humans.

Working in the lines equipped with carbon dioxide extinguishing equipment requires the use of a separate hazard area work permit and a rescue device.

In the event of a carbon dioxide alarm, exit the danger area and follow the given instructions.

Automatic cranes and AGV’s

Never enter to areas where automatic cranes operate.

Never enter designated passage routes for automated guided vehicles (marked with high visibility chains).
Hydrofluoric acid, HF

- Gaseous hydrofluoric acid is colourless. It has a very irritating smell.
- Hydrofluoric acids absorbs through the skin and causes burns on skin and tissue under it.
- In the air it causes irritation to eyes and respiratory tract. High concentrations can cause severe, painful injuries to the skin, eyes and mucous membranes. Vapours can cause respiratory tract corrosion and pulmonary edema.
- Symptoms may take long time to develop.

H300: Fatal if swallowed
H310: Fatal in contact with skin
H314: Causes severe skin burns and eye damage
H330: Fatal if inhaled
Hazards in Technical services

Get to know the Technical services

Technical services are a part of Mill Services. Technical services are responsible for energy and water supply plants, cleaning services, construction and infrastructure services, service contract control, and co-ordination of planning and information management.

Water treatment plant

Water treatment plant supplies the Tornio plant with water for different needs. For this purpose hazardous chemicals are used, such as:

- Sodium hypochlorite
- Sulfuric acid
- Caustic soda
- Hydrochloric acid

Energy plant

The most important hazards of energy plants are natural gas and carbon monoxide.

For this reason, when working at work sites, the personnel must always have a multi-gas meter with them to detect and prevent exposure to these gases.

There are also high levels of noise in energy plant and it is important to protect your hearing as instructed.
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Preventing and preparing is the key

• Outokumpu's primary goal is to prevent incidents from occurring, and it is therefore important that the work permits and check-in procedures are strictly followed.

• Carrying portable meters in locations where different gases can be present is an important part of the emergency preparedness. The plant area and departments also have fixed gas detectors and alarm system.

• Remember that in the case of a leak, people working on the area are notified with a flashing light and an alarm sound. In this case, everyone must leave the danger area immediately. All leaks should also be reported immediately to the control room.
Warning of personnel in danger and emergency situations

Fire
Fire is indicated by a fire alarm, and additional information is provided, if necessary, via an emergency alarm system. The most important thing is to leave the area immediately and go to the evacuation assembly point.

Gas and chemical accidents
Emergency situations are reported through emergency alarm system and/or general alarm signal. Depending the situation, people will be either asked to exit to the evacuation assembly point or stay inside.

Other hazardous and emergency situations
Hazardous and emergency situations such as radiation or emissions are reported, if necessary, through emergency alarm system and/or general alarm signal or in the Outokumpu's intranet (O’net)
General alarm signal

- If you are outside – move inside
- If you are inside – stay there
- If you can’t go inside, move towards side wind from the gas cloud

General emergency signal is one minute long up and down signal that will be repeated several times in case of an emergency.

Emergency is over signal is one minute long signal.

In Tornio plant also fires are notified using the same signal.
Tornio plant emergency number

When you call the number, make sure to

- State your name, the department/area you are calling from and the nearest door number
- Describe what has happened
- Advise on how many people were injured and what are their injuries
- Describe the type of help that is needed
- State the accurate accident location
- Inform how the help will be guided to the site

It is important to call the emergency number in order to get help as soon as possible. After having been alerted, the main gate will send the plant's first aid and fire fighting teams to the location. They will also alert and guide all external rescue vehicles to the accident site.
# Accident situations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the situation</td>
<td>Rescue people with imminent danger</td>
<td>Call for help</td>
<td>Extinguish</td>
<td>Guide the rescuers to the location</td>
<td>Restrict the accident from spreading if you can safely do so</td>
<td>Give first aid if needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Resuscitate if needed
- Stop any major flow of blood
- If someone is unconscious, turn them on their side
- Immobilize any fractures
- Handle the patient with care and talk them in a calming manner to prevent their injuries getting worse
First aid can save lives

Exposure to chemicals

SKIN
Remove immediately contaminated clothing. Wash skin with plenty of running water. Continue washing the skin with water and soap for at least 15 minutes.

SPLASH IN THE EYE
Rinse the eye with plenty of water for 15 minutes, keeping the eye lids open. Prevent the rinse water from entering the clean eye.

RESPIRATORY
Move the person into fresh air, place them in a half-sitting position

INGESTION OF CHEMICALS
If the person is not unconscious or cramping, rinse their mouth and give them a couple of glasses of water. Do not induce vomiting.

Exposure to hydrofluoric acid

SKIN
Remove immediately contaminated clothing. Wash skin with plenty of running water. Then apply immediately substantial amount of calcium gluconate gel over and around skin lesion and rub the area until pain stops. Note that the gel cannot be applied in the eyes. Finally, give six chewing pills containing calcium.

SPLASH IN THE EYE
Rinse the eye with plenty of water for 15 minutes. Give the exposed person six chewing pills containing calcium.

RESPIRATORY
Move the person into fresh air and if necessary give them oxygen or resuscitate them. If the patient is conscious, give them six chewing pills containing calcium.
All incidents and accidents must be reported

• All workplace injuries, including those where self administered first aid is sufficient such as putting a bandaid on a wound.

• Near-misses

• Fires and self-sustained ignitions

• Damages to property and environment

• Chemical and gas leaks
Upon arriving at the site, arrange with the area’s supervisor or your own supervisor a **work place induction** that covers at least the following things:

1. moving in/to the area,
2. personal protective equipment requirements,
3. the hazards of the working environment,
4. accident risks,
5. the location of fire-extinguishers and first aid emergency equipment as well as emergency showers,
6. emergency exits and evacuation points,
7. safe places in gas leak situations,
8. waste sorting and recycling points,
9. closest door number,
10. contact persons and the closest control room.
Conclusions

Now you know,

• How different tasks are carried out safely and what are the instructions we all must comply with
• How to evaluate the hazards of work and working environment before starting the work and during it
• What are the specific characteristics and hazards of Tornio plant area
✓ Safety before volume
✓ Safety starts with me
✓ No shortcuts
✓ No repeats
Final exam

• 15 statements, answer either correct or wrong
• Approval requires at least 13 correct answers
• You have to always answer the 16th question and write at least 2 hazards of your work
• Exams are inspected immediately, wait for the results.

Safe working days at Outokumpu!